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Password-Free 
Single Sign-On
Enabling users to access multiple applications through a single 

login step with one password is a great way of reducing IT costs 

and user frustrations. But with this pro comes a con: if the main 

password is hacked, the linked systems are open to attack. The 

solution? No password at all.

Removing the single 
point of failure
As single sign-on (SSO) creates a single point of failure, most 

SSO solutions employ strong password protocols to stop 

that single point from being breached. At idenprotect, we 

simply remove the single point altogether. Our SSO solution 

uses a password-free multi-factor authenticator (MFA) that 

strengthens your security by decentralising it. There’s no one 

way in for hackers, which means the economics of a cyber-

attack are staunchly in your favour.

LESS HASSLE
Reduces the number of passwords a 

user has to manage to zero

THE SAFER OPTION
Safer than SSO solutions that use 

passwords and pre-shared keys

EASY TO INTEGRATE
Fits in well with existing systems in 

look, feel and function

What do you get with idenprotect’s Secure SSO?

Improved usability

Users get instant access to corporate 

apps without having to input, 

remember or manage any passwords, 

saving time for users and IT teams.

Legacy systems modernisation

Using idenprotect’s access gateway, 

idenprotect offers password-free SSO 

to legacy applications without any 

alterations ot the apps themselves.

Improved security

In conjunction with idenprotect’s 

MFA, passwords and pre-shared keys 

are replaced with private keys stored 

in the secure hardware in mobile 

phones, beyond the reach of hackers 

or malware. 

Desktop to the web capability

idenprotect’s SSO integrates with 

idenprotect’s windows desktop 

solution so that users log in to their 

machines without a password, and 

don’t have to log in again.

Customisability

idenprotect’s SSO dashboard comes 

with a range of customisation 

options, enabling you to match it to 

your organisation’s branding.

Alternative authentication support

idenprotect supports other 

authentication methods such as 

hardware tokens, digital certificates, 

one-time passcodes (OTP) and QR 

code scanning.
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We’d love to show you how idenprotect can 

give your organisation the security and 

simplicity it needs. 

Already using 
other SSO 
systems? For easy deployment and a seamless and consistent user 

experience across the enterprise, idenprotect integrates 

with the leading virtual private networks (VPNs), security 

gateways and cloud apps. These include Office 365, 

Windows Desktop, Oracle Cloud, Citrix, VMware, Active 

Directory and Blackberry Dynamics.

About idenprotect
idenprotect is the first all-in-one password-

free authentication, single sign-on and 

identity platform for organisations. Leading 

organisations use idenprotect to improve 

security, meet regulatory mandates and 

reduce complexity and costs It eliminates 

the hacker’s #1 target—the password—

to protect against fraud, phishing and 

credential theft. It makes employee access 

and customer payments and transactions 

more secure. It can be deployed quickly and 

promises a much better user experience.
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The future is password-free

Technical 
Specifications

Supported Platforms
iOS 10 or later, Android 6.0 or later, Windows 10

Integration Methods
SAML 2.0, RADIUS, Certificate-Based Authentication, 

Forms-Based Authentication, Time-Based OTP, 

Message-Based OTP (SMS)

OTP Security Algorithms
HMAC-SHA256

SDK Availability
iOS, Android and Windows

Deployment Options
On premises, cloud or as a hybrid 

If you’re already using other SSO 

systems, idenprotect’s MFA solution 

offers enhanced protection and usability 

of those systems. Our MFA can integrate 

with Microsoft ADFS, Okta, Ping Identity 

and many others to extend password-

free access across your network and 

eradicate numerous complexities. 

However, if you want to realise your

return on investment (ROI) quicker, a 

combined idenprotect MFA and SSO 

solution could be your best choice.


